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The Future of Carbon Pricing. “emmi allows us to stop just saying “something needs to be done”, and actually do it.” - Michael Lebbon. Carbon
management is increasingly becoming a focal point for Australian businesses (source) and investors (source), and finding the best way to establish a
lasting framework to effectively control and regulate carbon emissions has proven challenging. One creative solution to manage this issue may lie not
in government, but in the field of blockchain technology. (source) Following the cap-and-trade model, a carbon price would be set at a social level,
with companies proposing targets and validating their actions across a scalable, decentralised, and trusted platform. By operating as a decentralised
system, this model will significantly reduce the cost burden of the carbon price, while helping to drive carbon emission reductions within participating
companies. Heading up this new initiative is Australian founder and CEO of emmi Michael Lebbon. With degrees in Finance & accounting; an
honours degree in Carbon trading and a decade in the industry, Michael believes emmi is the logical response to the lack of significant meaningful
action to address climate change. What made you start down this road?

“We desperately needed a framework for businesses to price carbon to

help reduce emissions, and governments have struggled to build one. emmi for me is the logical response to that. The Clean Energy Target failure
was another blow to all the businesses, investors and consumers who have all been calling for an emissions reduction policy, and finding instead that
the political forum is unable to provide it.” What made you look at blockchain technology?

“My financial background had given me an insight into

bitcoin, and I realised that with blockchain technology we already held the tools required to implement a decentralised solution. The role in carbon
pricing of a trusted central authority (that governments traditionally occupy), could instead be fulfilled by the transparent, trusted and immutable nature
of the blockchain.” What were your original motivations?

“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over, yet expecting a different

result. Unfortunately, it became clear to me that waiting for meaningful action to address climate change to emerge from the political forum is a clear
example of this. The political system simply isn’t set up to handle climate change policy, and continuing to wait for them to do so wastes time we just
don’t have. While historically we had little in the way of an alternative, now we have the ability to take real action ourselves. emmi can tackle the
policy and framework of climate change, without having to rely on governments to provide the required trust (which is instead satisfied by the nature of
the blockchain).” “emmi allows us to stop just saying “something needs to be done”, and actually do it.” What do you hope to achieve?

“Our vision

is a decentralised carbon pricing system, implemented across the globe, operating without dependence on government support. The transparency
and trust of the blockchain will allow self-regulation, and incentivise emitters to act responsibly and reduce emissions. Lobbying efforts and special
interest groups will have no ability to interfere, and meaningful action to address carbon levels can finally take place.” What does success look like?
“In 2018 we started initial seed funding, built out the technical concept/framework and blockchain/token flows, delivered a proof of concept, formed a
team of passionate and dedicated individuals ready to work for the cause, and got early traction with a number of large emitters. At present emmi has
a Proof of Concept on the Ethereum Test Nodes. Over the next six months, we aim to successfully fund and build the emmi framework on the live
blockchain. Our longer objective is to establish emmi’s framework as the standard for carbon pricing within three to five years, allowing us as a global
community to reduce carbon emissions as efficiently as possible.” How can companies that are serious about emissions reductions have an impact?
“Companies that are serious about acting on climate change, that don’t want to wait for uncertain politics to disrupt their operations, and that are keen
to take the lead, price, and actively reduce carbon emissions, can sign up and use the emmi framework. Many emitters have aspirational targets for
carbon emission reduction. emmi will allow validation of these targets, and the market will reward them as a result. We no longer have to wait for
central governments to price carbon emissions and solve climate change. By embracing a shift in thinking, we can do it ourselves with a decentralised
solution.” Is there anything else you’d like need to add?

“Urgent and unprecedented action is now required to address climate change. Waiting for

governments to provide a solution will take too long, and come too late. By shifting our mindset, and recognising that blockchain technology can now
provide us with an alternative, we have the power to actually take meaningful action ourselves. emmi has the solution, we can provide the framework,
and together we can ensure we have a cleaner, brighter future.” ENDS About emmi: emmi is the necessary response to the lack of meaningful
action to protect the world against the dangers of climate change. To learn more, visit https://www.emmi.io Contact: Samara Smith Signature Social
Media Phone: +61 409 189 072 E-mail: samara@signaturesocialmedia.com.au
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